Whole-cell mechanosensitive currents in rat ventricular myocytes activated by direct stimulation.
Mechanosensitive channels may have a significant role in the development of cardiac arrhythmia following infarction, but the data on mechanical responses at the cellular level are limited. Mechanosensitivity is a ubiquitous property of cells, and although the structure of bacteriological mechanosensitive ion channels is becoming known by cloning, the structure and force transduction pathway in eukaryotes remains elusive. Isolated adult rat ventricular myocytes were voltage clamped and stimulated with a mechanical probe. The probe was set in sinusoidal motion (either in, or normal to, the plane of the cell membrane), and then slowly lowered onto the cell. The sinusoidal frequency was held constant at 1 Hz but the stimulation amplitude was increased and the probe gradually lowered until a mechanically sensitive whole cell current was seen, which usually followed several minutes of stimulation. The whole cell mechanosensitive current in rat cells had two components: (i) a brief large inward current spike current; (ii) a more sustained smaller inward current. The presence of the initial sharp inward current suggests that some structure within the cell either relaxes or is broken, exposing the mechanosensitive element(s) to stress. Metabolic changes induced by continued stress prior to the mechanosensitive response may weaken the elements that break producing the spike, or simple stress-induced fracture of the cytoskeleton itself may occur.